Inquiry Project:

*PROTIP:* Don’t double your work, use your background research from your main inquiry project.

1. Choose a technology to focus on (see list on back)
2. Do background research on your technology
3. How do **you** think your technology has helped humanity? How has it harmed us?
   a. Format for this is up to you
4. Choose one harm that you’ve identified
5. Design a solution to the harm you have identified

Self-Assessment Success Criteria

**Socials**

My background research notes:
- Exist!
- Have sources

My inquiry project
- Correct spelling, punctuation and grammar
- Covers helped & harmed
- Sources meet CRAAP test
  - Credible
  - Reliable
  - Authority available
  - Accurate
  - Purpose clear

**Science / ADST**

My solution:
- Makes sense
- Addresses concerns
- Realistic
- Explains why this would work & what it would fix

Stretch Goals

My solution:
- Addresses the obstacles that would be encountered in creating this solution
- Provides a detailed plan on how you would actually go about implementing it